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Abstract

Cosmic-Ray-driven dynamos produce magnetic arms in galactic disks and large-scale helical magnetic fields in galactic halos. Relying on numerical models of hybrid
N-body and CR-MHD simulations we show formation of those structures. We discuss the relation of the 3D magnetic field structures with their counterparts in radio
maps of synchrotron radio-emission. We suggest that X-shaped structures on polarisation radio-maps of edge-on galaxies result from the projection of large-scale
magnetic helices onto the plane of sky.

Dynamo model

Spiral galaxy similar to Milky Way: � composed
of a disk, bulge and halo. Gravitational potential of
the galaxy is computed with an N-body algorithm
(VINE code [4]). � Interstellar medium: gas, mag-
netic field and cosmic rays modelled with the aid of
grid-MHD simulations (PIERNIK code [5,6,7,8]). Su-
pernova rate dependent on the local gas density fol-
lowing the Schmidt-Kennicutt law.
CR-driven dynamo [1,2,3]: � Cosmic ray gas de-
scribed by the diffusion-advection equation, supple-
mented to the set of resistive MHD equations. CRs
diffuse along magnetic field lines. � Assumed 10%
efficiency of CR production in SN remnants, thermal
energy output from SNe neglected. � Finite resistiv-
ity of the ISM. � Differential rotation of the interstel-
lar gas. � No magnetic field in the initial configu-
ration. Weak, randomly oriented, dipolar magnetic
field supplied in 10% of supernova remnants.

Horizontal disk structure

Figure 1: Left panel: ’excess’ (over azimuthally averaged distribution) of gas density (red), CR energy
density (yelow) and magnetic field (vectors). Enhanced evergy density of cosmic rays coincides

with their production sites – spiral arms. Right panel: ’excess’ of gas density (red), azimuthal
magnetic field (green) and nonaxisymmetric component of gas velocity (vectors). Strong azimuthal

magnetic field locates in between gaseous arms.

Helical 3D structure of magnetic arms

Figure 2: Helical structure of magnetic field
surrounding the gaseous disk of spiral galaxy
(red). ’Excess’ of toroidal magnetic field compo-
nent B' above the azimuthaly averaged hB'i is
marked green, while ’deficit’ (B' < 0) is marked
blue. The large-scale radially-expanding he-

lix forms as the result of wind-advection of

the regular magnetic field produced in the

disk.

Material and magnetic arms

Figure 3: Azimuthally averaged toroidal mag-
netic field (blue-green) and velocity vectors of
the galactic wind.

Figure 4: Cosmic rays produced in spiral arms
expand in vertical direction.

Figure 5: Reversals in vertical magnetic field
and buoyancy-driven structures.

Figure 6: Strong toroidal magnetic field

component (green) located outside gaseous

arms.

Figure 7: Reversed radial (green) magnetic
field component above gaseous arms indicates
the effect of Coriolis force twisting of magnetic
loops.

Synthetic radio maps

Figure 8: Top-left pair of panels: synthetic ra-
dio maps of the polarised intensity and polarisa-
tion vectors of synchrotron emision in the edge-
on and face-on views. Top-right pair of panels:
the corresponding Faraday rotation maps indi-
cating the irregular structure of vertical magnetic
field component and coherent toroidal magnetic
fields in the large volume occupied by the mag-
netic helix shown in Figure 2. The lower panel
shows contours of polarised intensity super-
posed onto column gas density map.
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